Cell communication and coordinated cell behavior are hallmarks of multicellular behavior of 15 living systems. However, in many cases, including the ancient and archetypal example of 16 bacterial quorum sensing, the meaning of the communicated information remains a subject of 17 debate. It is commonly assumed that quorum sensing encodes the information on the current 18 state of the colony, including cell density and physical colony confinement. Here, we show that 19 quorum sensing can also be exquisitely sensitive to dynamic changes in the environment, 20
Introduction 34
Collective cell behaviors coordinated by inter-cellular communication are ubiquitous across all 35 domains of life 1-5 , supporting evolutionary advantages of multicellular vs. cell-autonomous 36 signal detection and responses. However, the information conveyed in cell-cell communication 37 and its consequences for the population fitness in dynamically changing environments are 38 frequently not known. Quorum sensing (QS) is an ancient archetypal cell-cell communication 39 mechanism found in many prokaryotes 6 . It is used to coordinate collective cell responses, 40 through endogenously-produced diffusible molecules called autoinducers (AI) 7, 8 . What exactly is 41 sensed in the process of QS, however, is a matter of debate. Classically, QS has been defined as a 42 means to condition adaptive responses on achieving sufficient cell density (CD), which is gauged 43 by the accumulation of AI with increasing cell number 9,10 . However, AI can also accumulate to 44 high levels due to poor diffusive characteristics of the local environment, even if the cell density 45 is relatively low 11,12 . This observation led to an alternative interpretation of AI-mediated QS 46 signaling as an active method of surveying the diffusive (DF) transport characteristics of the 47 extracellular milieu 13 . Importantly, QS is frequently coupled to stress-response phenotypes such 48 as sporulation 14,15 , virulence [16] [17] [18] , and biofilm formation [19] [20] [21] , indicating that at least some aspects 49 of QS can report on adverse environmental conditions. Indeed, poor local diffusive properties or 50 spatial distribution and variability, allowing for an increased fitness in the uncertain 80 environments, through a communication-driven cell 'education' mechanism. These findings can 81 have important consequences for our understanding of QS and the related phenotypic outcomes, 82 and can have implications for other QS-like phenomena, including eukaryotic community effects 83 and other cell communication-related behaviors. 84
85
Results 86
QS is defined by a balance between nutrient-defined protein synthesis and dilution due to 87 cell proliferation 88
To explore whether QS is consistent with either the CD or DF interpretation (Fig. 1a) , we 89 studied the QS responses of densely packed colonies of E. coli lab strain MG02S 30 exposed to 90 various tightly-controlled environments within a microfluidic device. MG02S carries a single, 91 genomically integrated copy of V. fisheri LuxIR QS circuit regulating GFP expression in lieu of 92 bioluminescence genes (Fig. 1b) . The cells were grown to a completely dense monolayer state 93 within 720 microchambers of identical dimensions, but with variable numbers and sizes of 94 connective channels which modulate the diffusive coupling between the microchambers and the 95 medium-supplying flow-through channels (Fig. 1c, e, Fig. S1a, b) . We found that, despite 96 achieving dense colonies of ~4000 cells each that were grown chemostatically for 24 hours, cells 97 exhibited no detectable QS in the presence of glucose-rich (20 mM) tryptone-complemented 98 medium (TCM) at 25°C (Fig. S2a, Movie 1) . However, switching to glucose-deficient TCM 99 elicited a strong auto-induced QS response, consistent with previous reports of glucose-mediated 100 repression of the lux operon 31, 32 . Furthermore, despite the same cell density and number within 101 each chamber, the magnitude of QS responses across chambers varied for different coupling 102 acids (tryptone results from partial and casamino acids from complete digestions of casein, 126 respectively), resulted in a very distinct, more homogeneous response distribution, albeit still 127 biphasic in shape, for both auto-and exogenous AI induction conditions (Fig. 1i) . Even more 128 surprising, given the similarity of the nutrients, was the dramatically different dynamics of the 129 QS response in the presence of TCM vs. casamino acid complemented medium (CACM) ( Fig.  130   1g, Fig. S2c, S4a, b, Movie 7-9) . 131 132 Our results suggest that neither CD nor DF interpretation is completely adequate to account for 133 the observed QS responses, with the growth rate being a more predictive determinant of the 134 response than either cell density or local accumulation of AI. An explanation of this growth 135 dependency might be provided by the dynamics of QS response, and in particular, the 136 observation that the time scales of QS are comparable to and can exceed the duration of the cell 137 cycle. Therefore, the dynamics and amplitude of the response can be strongly influenced not only 138 by the biochemical interactions within the molecular QS circuit, as is commonly assumed, but 139 also by the dynamic balance between protein synthesis and growth-mediated protein dilution 140 ( Fig. 1h) . We indeed found that the synthesis and dilution (which can also be converted to 141 protein retention, as shown here) of QS-regulated protein (GFP) were monotonically increasing 142 functions of the cell growth rate (Fig. 1j) for both tryptone and casamino acids as nutrient 143 sources. However, the average growth rate was higher and synthesis rate was lower for the 144 tryptone vs. casamino acids complemented media. To test whether the balance of QS protein 145 synthesis and dilution would be able to account for various experimentally observed response 146 dynamics, we modified previously published mathematical models of QS response 33,34 to 147 incorporate the measured synthesis and dilution parameters from the different conditions ( Fig.  148  S5) . By matching the synthesis and dilution rate constants to the experimentally estimated 149 values, we obtained the predicted QS dynamics that was consistent with the experimental 150 observations for both nutrient sources ( Fig. 1f, g, Fig. S6 ). This result provided first evidence for 151
the key influence of the balance between protein synthesis and dilution as a regulatory 152 mechanism of the environmental sensitivity of the QS response. 153 154
Information about distinct environmental conditions is reflected in QS response dynamics 155
To further support the protein synthesis/dilution balance (PSD) mechanism, we explored QS 156 under additional environmental perturbations. In particular, we reasoned that increasing the 157 temperature would accelerate cell growth and thus increase protein dilution, leading to an 158 attenuated QS response. Indeed, increasing the temperature from 25°C to 30°C elevated cellular 159 growth rates resulting in a complete abrogation of response in TCM even after 48 hours of 160 observation ( Fig. 2a,b, Fig. S2d, Movie 10) . The same temperature increase in CACM, which 161 has reduced growth rates, resulted in a partial QS onset (88 out of 144 chambers assayed) that 162 was delayed by approximately 15-20 hours, matching the mathematical model predictions ( Fig.  163 S2e, Movie 11). To directly test whether protein abundance could modulate the onset of the QS 164 response, we transformed the cells with a construct coding for IPTG-inducible LuxR expression 165 ( Fig. S4c) , and used it to examine the effect of LuxR overexpression on QS induced in TCM at 166 30°C. Overexpression of LuxR resulted in the rescue and immediate onset of QS response in all 167 chambers even at the elevated temperature ( Fig. 2c, Fig. S2f, Movie 12) . As expected, the timing 168 of the onset of signaling was also dramatically shortened with overexpression of LuxR in TCM 169 at 25°C, with responses in all chambers triggered virtually immediately (Fig. S2g, Movie 13) . 170
Alternatively, if the level of glucose used for cell culture prior to the switch to TCM was lowered 171 (20 to 10 mM), which was expected to increase the basal level of LuxR expression due to both 172 partial catabolic de-repression and reduced cell growth, a decrease in the QS onset timing and 173 increase in the amplitude was observed (Fig. S2h, Movie 14) . Although these experiments 174 suggested the importance of achieving a high level of LuxR expression for QS onset, the onset 175 time was also dramatically decreased if exogenous AI was added at the time of the QS induction 176 in TCM and CACM at 25°C (Fig. S2b, c) . This result implied that QS onset can be accelerated if 177 the abundance of either LuxR or LuxI (and thus AI) is increased in the cells, which can be 178 controlled by the balance of synthesis and dilution of these proteins, as dictated by growth 179 conditions. On the other hand, consistent with the results above, the response magnitude, unlike 180 the response dynamics, was insensitive to exogenous AI ( Fig. 1i, Fig. S4d ), implying that AI, 181 under these conditions primarily controls the dynamics of the QS responses (Fig 2d) . All of these 182 results were also well approximated by the corresponding versions of the mathematical model, 183 further supporting the PSD mechanism ( Fig. S2, 6) . 184 185 Diverse conditions used in the experiments suggested that the QS outcome can be encoded not 186 only in the magnitude but also in the timing of the onset and the initial rate of the QS response 187 ( Fig. 2a, d, Fig. S6 ). This dynamic information can inform downstream responses long before 188 the steady state QS response is achieved. It is thus of interest to explore the sensitivity of the 189 dynamic aspects of QS to the various environmental conditions and to the degree of coupling 190 between the colony and the environment. One way to assay the sensitivity to environmental 191 inputs is an information theoretic approach 35,36 , which, given the response variability, can 192 indicate how many input types or doses can be accurately resolved. Using this approach, we 193 found that the onset time showed the highest sensitivity in discriminating external environmental 194 conditions explored here, yielding 1.76 ± 0.03 bits of information, equivalent to accurately 195 distinguishing 2 1.76 = 3.4, or approximately 3 different types of conditions ( Fig. 2d, e, Fig. S7 ) . 196 This discrimination capacity was in spite of the variability of environmental coupling across the 197 chambers, suggesting that the timing of the QS onset can provide the early information about the 198 changes in the environment regardless of the exact nature of the coupling of environment to the 199 cellular niche. Conversely, the response magnitude was the metric that was most sensitive to the 200 differential diffusive coupling, with at least 1 bit of information representing the ability to 201 accurately distinguish at least 2 coupling levels for each environmental condition ( Fig. 2d, f We noted that our calculation of the information about the environmental coupling was likely an 208 underestimation, since the biphasic nature of the QS response distributions meant that two 209 distinct mean colony growth rates could correspond to the same mean QS response magnitude, 210 creating an ambiguity that can reduce the information content in the QS response magnitude. 211 Therefore, relatively slow and relatively fast growth can potentially result in the same QS 212 response magnitude and trigger the same levels of downstream adaptive response, unless there is 213 an additional means to resolve this ambiguity, a possibility that we explored next. 214 215
Spatial properties of environmentally regulated QS response 216
We hypothesized that the ambiguity associated with the biphasic dependence of the mean QS 217 response on the degree of coupling (growth rate) could potentially be resolved, if two different 218 chambers yielding the same average QS response magnitude at different growth rates would 219 have distinct spatial distributions of the QS signal. In particular, consumption of the nutrients 220 diffusing into the chambers by multiple cells within the chambers can lead to gradients of 221 nutrient availability, and thus, corresponding gradients of the cellular growth rates. As a result, 222 each chamber can span a range of growth rates, with growth rates higher in the chamber regions 223 adjacent to the coupling channels due to proximity to the nutrient source. We thus hypothesized 224 that the range of growth rates within a chamber can result in the range of QS responses 225 corresponding to the biphasic distribution curve measured before ( Fig. 3a) . Consequently, the 226 spatial gradients of QS response within a chamber would correspond to a segment of the biphasic 227 dependence curve, with the local inclination of the segment specifying the direction of the spatial 228 gradient (Fig. 3b) . The biphasic nature of the curve would, therefore, specify gradients of 229 opposite signs, according to the rising and falling parts of the biphasic curve. Since the two 230 values of growth rates corresponding to the same QS response can map to two parts of the 231 biphasic curve with the opposite slopes, the resulting gradients of QS responses would be 232 opposite, providing extra information that can resolve the ambiguity discussed above. 233
234
We indeed found that different chambers incubated in TCM at 25°C for 24 hours had distinct 235 spatial QS magnitude distributions, and that the spatial gradient directions were fully consistent 236 with the hypothesis above, and thus the PSD hypothesis ( Fig. 3b-d Fig. S9a ). We further 237 explored if this hypothesis could also account for the dynamics of spatial QS response evolution. 238
In particular, we investigated if this spatial dynamics can be accounted for by the dynamics of 239 the mean QS responses (Fig. S10, 11) . For example, the QS response distribution is biphasic 240 throughout the 24 hours of QS induction in TCM at 25°C, implying that the location of 241 maximum QS response in chambers with lower average growth rates would be proximal to the 242 nutrient-supplying channels throughout the response, starting from onset ( Fig. 3c-e, Fig. S10 , 243 11). On the other hand, the maximal response would occur in more distal regions for chambers 244 with higher average growth rates. Indeed, we found that the onset position for QS in both TCM 245 and CACM conditions corresponded to the location of the maximal response as well as the local 246 inclination of the biphasic curve, shifting from proximal to distal regions of the chamber when 247 examining chambers with increasing mean growth rates (Fig. 3f, Fig. S9b , S12). Overall, these 248 results suggest that both the average QS response magnitude and the spatial gradients of the QS 249 response in individual chambers can be accounted for by the same mechanism. This observation 250 suggests that the biphasic nature of the response magnitude distribution, explained by the PSD 251 mechanism, can lead to a variety of spatial QS distributions, as a function of coupling between 252 the cellular niches and extracellular milieu. 253 254
Temporal thresholds and bistability in QS response 255
Our data suggests that the dynamics of QS response can convey the information on a persistent 256 change in the environmental conditions, particularly the nutrient content, with this information 257 further refined as a function of the degree of diffusive coupling, resulting in nonuniform spatial 258 distributions of the signaling magnitude. However, the changes in the environment are frequently 259 transient or display complex dynamics. We thus investigated how QS responds to such dynamic 260 conditions. In particular, we investigated if variable QS onset timing can translate into condition-261 dependent temporal thresholding, requiring a persistent rather transient change in the 262 environment, longer than a certain threshold, for the response to occur (Fig. 4a ). We explored 263 this possibility by transiently switching from the glucose-rich TCM to the QS-inducing TCM at 264 25°C for 4 hours, which is shorter than the fastest onset timing of ~7 hours in these conditions 265 ( Fig. 1h ). This transient change in the environment indeed resulted in no detectable QS response 266 in both simulations and experiments, suggesting a temporal filtering of inputs below a threshold 267 duration (Fig. 4b, Fig. S13a, Movie 15 ). This response recovered to the baseline in all but 3 chambers within 24 hours after restoring 273 glucose-rich conditions. In combination, these results suggested effective temporal filtering of 274 the environmental changes by the QS circuit, ensuring that only sufficiently persistent signals 275 activate the response. 276
277
The 3 chambers retaining the QS signaling following transient stimulation were the ones with the 278 slowest growth rates (Fig. 4b, Fig. S14a ). Since transient responses can be stabilized by the 279 positive feedback and the associated bistability and hysteresis, we hypothesized that the QS-280 associated positive feedback might be maintaining the response in a subset of chambers, even in 281 the presence of the glucose-rich environmental conditions. Further analysis and our prior work 30 282 suggest that the bistability regime, and thus, the number of chambers retaining the response 283 following transient stimulation, can be expanded by lowering glucose concentrations in the 284 medium prior to and following the transient stimulation (Fig. 4c) . Indeed, for cells pre-incubated 285 in 10 mM glucose (mean QS onset time of 7.5 ± 1.5 hours), glucose removal for 4 hours was 286 sufficient to elicit QS in several, but not all, chambers, again supporting the existence of a 287 temporal threshold, albeit lowered for this condition (Fig. 4b, Fig. S13d, 14b 
, Movie 18). 288
Consistent with the previous results, the chambers showing the QS response in this experiment 289 were also the ones with slower growth rates and thus included those that displayed persistent 290 response after cessation of the stimulus. As hypothesized, the number of chambers where QS 291 was persistently retained after removal of the stimulus increased to 7. Extending the stimulus 292 duration to 9 hours permitted all chambers to become transiently induced and achieve higher 293 amplitudes of induction, but did not affect the number of chambers displaying irreversible QS 294 ( Fig. S13e, Movie 19) . These results highlighted a strong bi-stable nature of the response 295 consistent with the positive feedback interactions within the lux signaling circuit 27,30 leading to a 296 'memory' of a prior induction even if the environmental conditions no longer favor QS. Overall, 297
we concluded that better environmental coupling and more nutritious environment can impart 298 longer temporal thresholds ensuring a low and transient QS response for a subset of chambers 299 exposed to a transient change in the environment (Fig. 4c ). On the other hand, poorer 300 environmental coupling and less nutritious environments can each reduce the temporal threshold 301 and ensure persistent QS responses in an increasing number of micro-chambers ( Fig. 4c) . 302 303
Cell communication allows a small pre-induced cell sub-population to quicken the onset of 304 response in the rest of the population through cell communication 305
Visual inspection of chambers with persistent QS response revealed that only small fractions of 306 cells were highly induced, with the rest of the population displaying no detectible QS signaling 307 ( Fig. S14, Movie 17-19) . The higher-than-basal levels of AI produced by the induced 308 subpopulation could be key to the maintenance of the high stable state of expression of QS 309 genes 37,38 in the presence of active environmental suppression. Indeed, simultaneous induction 310 and repression with exogenous AI and glucose, respectively, stably maintained an induced 311 subpopulation (Fig. S15, Movie 20) . Furthermore, we hypothesized that this subset of cells could 312 carry a memory of a prior stimulation, which can provide a selective advantage if conditions 313 become adverse, and thus, stimulatory again. Although this strategy is superficially similar to the 314 commonly assumed 'hedging of bets' scenario 39, 40 To compare the temporal threshold between fully uninduced and partially induced cell 324 populations, we modified the microfluidic platform to screen distinct environmental conditions 325 that can yield such populations simultaneously. More specifically, we explored 12 chamber 326 configurations in the presence of several glucose concentrations in the 0-6 mM range (Fig. 4d , 327 presence to complete absence of induction within the chamber configuration with the highest 329 diffusive coupling (Fig. S17a, Movie 21) . We found that in the 0-0.86 mM range of glucose 330 concentrations, the cells in the colonies were fully induced, whereas in the 1.71-6 mM range, we 331 observed bi-stable responses, with chambers showing different fractions of induced cells that 332 were stably maintained for at least 40 hours after initial onset ( Fig. 4e, g, Movie 21 ). In the cases 333 of 1.71 and 2.57 mM, the bi-stability resulted in either complete (ranging from 18.77±8.26% to 334 97.26±0.72%) or partial (ranging from 0.037±0.066% to 12.19±6.82%) induction in different 335 chambers, while chambers in the 4.29-6 mM range contained either partially induced or 336 completely un-induced (ranging from 0.0015±0.0009% to 0.0079±0.0047%) cell populations 337 ( Fig. S18 ). This range of distinct bi-stable responses allowed us to examine whether and how the 338 presence of different fractions of induced cells would affect the QS response ( Fig. 4f) . 339
340
To accomplish this, we studied the effect of switching to TCM from all glucose supplemented 341 conditions, which resulted in a complete QS induction for all chambers, but with distinct onset 342 times (Fig. 4h, Fig. S17b, Movie 22, 23) . In all cases, we compared, for the same glucose level, 343 the onset timing of uninduced cells either in the fully uninduced populations or populations 344 containing a fraction of induced cells, due to the underlying bi-stability. For all glucose levels, 345
we found that the presence of a fraction of induced cells dramatically shortened the QS onset 346 time in uninduced cells ( Fig. 4i, Fig. S19) . Notably, the most dramatic relative change in the 347 onset timing was observed between 3.43 and 4.29 mM of glucose in the pre-incubation medium, 348 also coinciding with the lowest glucose levels allowing bi-stable responses and thus presence of 349 induced sub-populations. This result was consistent with AI-mediated cell-to-cell communication 350 from the induced subset of cells, pre-conditioning the remaining uninduced cells in the 351 population and thus promoting a quicker QS induction following the onset of adverse conditions. 352
This was also consistent with the faster onset of QS in separate experiments whereby cells were 353 exposed to low doses of exogenous AI (Fig. S20, Movie 24-26) . These experiments suggested 354 that if the fitness of the population is coupled to the QS onset, the presence of the persistently 355 induced sub-population can provide a selective advantage to the whole population by enabling a 356 faster response to a dynamic change in the colony environment. 357
358
Discussion 359 QS is one of the most ancient mechanisms of cell communication, and yet, its functional role 360 remains ambiguous. It has been proposed that, in addition to the widely accepted cell density 361 sensing function, QS can also serve to assess the diffusive transport properties of the 362 microenvironment. Our results provide a more complex view of this archetypal signaling 363 mechanism, demonstrating that QS signaling is also sensitive to dynamic changes of 364 environmental conditions such as nutrient composition and access. The observed QS responses 365 are best explained not only by the currently accepted view of QS as driven by positive feedbacks 366 inherent in most QS genetic circuits, including the lux operon explored here, but also by the 367 balance of protein synthesis and dilution modulated by the specific microenvironments that the 368 cells are exposed to. In combination, these regulatory mechanisms endow the QS response with 369 several new properties that can strongly affect the fitness of the cell population and the outcome 370 of the adaptive processes frequently coupled to the QS activation. 371
372
We found that a subtle change in the nutrient source, such as the degree of digestion of casein, 373 can strongly influence the balance of the rates of cell growth rate and protein synthesis, 374 translating into the dilution and synthesis of the QS-mediating gene products. In particular, a 375 higher degree of digestion translated into a substantial increase in protein synthesis rate 376 accompanied by a decrease in cell proliferation. The reciprocal balance between protein 377 synthesis and cell proliferation may reflect a more general strategy of allocation of limited 378 available resources to different intracellular processes 41, 42 . Importantly, this balance can also be 379 influenced by inputs other than nutrients, including, as shown here, gene amplification or altered by coupling channels on two, opposing sides of the chamber. Each side of the chamber that is 438 connected to the flow-through channels has either one, two, or three coupling channels, giving 439 one-sided chambers a total of one, two, or three coupling channels, while double-sided chambers 440 have a total of two, four, or six coupling channels. In addition, the coupling channel dimensions 441 are 25 or 50 µm in length, and 10 or 20 µm in width. The combination of different dimensions 442 and configurations of coupling channels produced 24 unique chamber types with varying degrees 443 of mass transport properties. The chambers are organized into four quadrants of six types each, 444 with three single-sided and three double-sided chambers in each quadrant. Each group is then 445 distributed in a tandem, repeated triplet fashion, to ensure that each chamber type is distributed 446 evenly throughout the quadrant to minimize the effect of positional dependence relative to the 447 source of medium. 448 449 Growth medium is supplied from either one of two inlets, which connect to the flow-through 450 channels and supply nutrients to chambers on its way to a single outlet port, while the fluid from 451 the alternate inlet is directed to a waste port. Because the height of the chambers are relatively 452 shallow compared to the height of the flow-through channels, the chambers are much more 453 resistant to flow across the chamber as compared to flow through the channels, hence, the 454 dominant mode of mass transport into the chamber is through diffusion. The symmetric binary 455 branching of the flow-through channels ensures that the pressures are balanced between 456 channels, further preventing crossflow into the chamber. Flow is driven through the device via 457 hydrostatic pressure differences, with the height of the syringe connected to the inlet with the 458 desired medium higher than the alternate inlet, which are both higher than the syringes connected 459 to the outlet and waste port. The medium being supplied to the chambers from one inlet can be 460 instantaneously switched to that of the alternate inlet by swapping the height of the syringes, 461 allowing for rapid changes in the medium conditions. 462 463 A chemical gradient-generating microfluidic device was also used in this study, based off of the 464 Christmas tree design 46 . Similar to the device mentioned above, the gradient device contains 2 465 inlets, 1 outlet, and 1 waste port, allowing for similar operation under normal conditions. 466
However, between the chambers and the inlets are a series of serpentine channels, which can 467 perform mixing of solutions if medium from both inlets are supplied simultaneously. If one inlet 468 (source) contains a molecule which the other inlet (sink) lacks, each stage of serpentine channels 469 performs progressively more refined dilutions, resulting an increasingly resolved concentration 470 gradient spanning the two concentrations of the inlets. Individual concentration doses are 471 separated into channels, allowing downstream chambers to be exposed to different 472 concentrations. The device creates 8 linearly graded concentration doses from 2 input 473 concentrations, each connected to a row of 30 (only double-sided) or 90 (single-and double-474 sided) chambers, depending on the design. The design with 30 chambers in each row has only a 475 chamber type with the highest degree of connectivity, while the design with 90 chambers in each 476 row has 12 chamber types, all of which are contain 25 µm long coupling channels. The heights 477 of the chamber and channels are the same as the device above, except the design with 90 478 chambers in each row have chamber heights of ~0.75 µm. The channels converge into the outlet 479 via the same symmetric binary branching structure, allowing for equal pressures. When a 480 gradient is desired, it can be generated by equating the pressure from both syringes and 481 supplying medium from both inlets at the same time. A fluorescent dye is used to visualize the 482 gradient. 483
484
The device was fabricated in a similar fashion as in previous studies 44, 45 . Briefly, the initial 485 design was drawn in Adobe Illustrator and sent to be printed as a photomask. The photomask 486 was used to produce a master mold via photolithography. The master mold was made with a 3" 487 silicon wafer with a two-level micro-relief (0.8 µm and 15 µm) of a UV-curable epoxy (SU-8 by 488
MicroChem, Newton, MA). The first level was made with SU-8 2002 spun onto the silicon wafer 489 at an initial 500 rpm for 10 seconds with an acceleration index of 1, then 10000 rpm for 30 490 seconds with an acceleration index of 100, to produce a ~0.8 µm thick film. The chambers were 491 patterned with photolithography, followed by subsequent baking and development to form the 492 structures. The subsequent level was made with SU-8 2015 spun onto the silicon wafer at an 493 initial 500 rpm for 10 seconds with an acceleration index of 1, then 3250 rpm for 30 seconds 494 with an acceleration index of 2 to produce a ~15 µm thick film. The channels were patterned and 495 
Evaluation of transport and growth in microfluidic device 561
The transport properties of the various chamber types were evaluated with a dye, which served as 562 a proxy for a diffusible molecule and allowed for the visualization of the diffusion process. 563
Alexa Fluor 555 Hydrazide (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) was chosen as the dye due 564 to its relatively high molecular weight as compared to most diffusible molecules of interest 565 (1150, vs 213.23g/mol for AI and 180.16g/mol for glucose), giving it a smaller diffusion 566 coefficient and longer diffusion time. Thus, it served as a good representation of the dynamics of 567 even the slowest diffusing molecules while also accounting for the dynamics of a wide range of 568 molecules with faster diffusion dynamics. Cells were grown in dye-free medium within the 569 chambers overnight until the chambers were filled to capacity. 0.01 mM of dye solution was 570 perfused into the flow-through channels by increasing the hydrostatic pressure of the dye-571 containing medium syringe relative to the dye-free medium syringe. Fluorescence timelapse 572 microscopy was used to capture the fluorescence intensity within the chambers, at a rate of 1 573 The growth rate of the cells within the different chambers was assessed with the MG01S strain, 582 which lacks the ability to produce LuxI. Therefore, the production of high levels of GFP relies on 583 the addition of exogenous AI, and ceases upon its removal. MG01S is loaded into chambers and 584 grown in the presence of 1 µM AI to induce uniform GFP production until all chambers are filled 585 to capacity. Once AI is removed, fluorescence in the chamber is gradually lost as the continual 586 growth of the cells within the chamber would lead to the distribution of a fixed number of GFP 587 protein to the progeny, which are gradually pushed out of the chamber by the growing and 588 dividing cells within the chamber and carried away by the flow. Due to the stability of the GFP 589 used 47 , the loss of GFP fluorescence is expected to be predominantly from dilution of the protein 590 as a result of growth and division of the cells, the rate of which would be proportional to the 591 growth rate within different chambers. The average fluorescence over time can be fitted with an 592 exponential curve of the form a*exp(bt), giving an estimate of the growth rate. The growth rate 593 was estimated for all 24 chamber types with both casamino acids and tryptone-based minimal 594 media, and at 25 and 30°C. 595 596 Image processing and data analysis 597 Automated image acquisition was performed with Slidebook 5.5. Raw images were exported in 598
.tiff format and processed using custom MATLAB scripts. All images were corrected for uneven 599 illumination with the following correction: C = (I-D)/(F-D)*M, where C is the corrected image, I 600 is the initial image, D is the darkfield image, F is the flatfield image, and M is the mean of the 601 flatfield minus darkfield images. The flatfield and darkfield were averages of multiple images. 602
Time-lapse images were aligned automatically with an alignment algorithm, while montage 603 images were stitched together with the same alignment algorithm with 10% overlap between 604 adjacent images. Each calculated metric is an average of at least 3 independent experiments of at 605 least 2 replicates each for each chamber configuration, unless otherwise indicated. 606
607
The automated data analysis pipeline imports the processed image file and determines the square 608 chamber region, excluding the post, containing cells. The mean intensity value for the entire 609 chamber was determined for both sets of image types. For time-lapse images, this is done for all 610 time points, and additional metrics were also calculated. To visualize the spatial distribution of 611 response along the y-axis, the intensity values were averaged along the x-axis and the resultant 612 column of intensity values were normalized by subtracting the minimum and dividing by the 613 minimum-subtracted maximum. The steepness of spatial gradients at each time point was 614 approximated with the slope from a linear regression performed on the column of intensity 615 values versus a normalized distance of 1, with a positive slope representative of higher responses 616 in the distal regions relative to the coupling channels, and a negative slope representative of 617 higher responses in the proximal regions relative to the coupling channels. Double-sided 618 chambers are analyzed as half-chambers along the y-axis due to symmetry, and the calculated 619 metric for both halves are averaged into a single value to represent the whole chamber. 620
Aggregating these intensity value columns for each time point generated the kymographs used 621 for spatial analysis. Onset time is defined as the time point at which more than 1.5% of the pixels 622 within the square region of the chamber have intensity values greater than mean + 4*SD of the 623 same region in the initial frame. Onset location was quantified from the kymographs. Briefly, the 624 columns of normalized intensity values from the onset time point to a time point 2 hours later 625 were extracted, and the positions with a normalized value of greater than or equal to 0.99 were 626 collected and the mean and standard deviations were calculated. The initial rate was estimated 627 with the slope from a linear regression on the first 5 hours of response after the onset time within 628 exogenous induction conditions, which is expected to reach maximal levels of production. Time-629 lapse fluorescence intensity measurements are normalized to the initial value. Two chamber 630 configurations were excluded (filled shapes) from the chip-wide measurements obtained from 631 the montage image analysis due to partial formation of cell bilayer, but z-sections from confocal 632 microscopy confirm the biphasic nature (Fig. S3 ). Fractions of induction within a chamber were 633 determined by the fraction of total pixels that exceeded a predetermined threshold value. For 634 categorization, mean±SD ≤10% and ≥0.01% were considered partially induced, less than that is 635 uninduced, and greater than that is fully induced. For chambers that are not packed at the 636 beginning of the experiment, segmentation of cells based on phase contrast images were 637 performed, and all quantified data from these chambers were from the segmented images. 638 639 Z-stacks from confocal microscopy were split into individual focal planes, with the chamber 640 region for each plane segmented and the mean intensity calculated. The slice with the highest 641 mean intensity was used for analysis, and were compared to the mean value from the maximum 642 intensity projections. 643 644
Computation of mutual information 645
Briefly, mutual information (I) between two random variables is calculated from the formula: 646
647 where S and R denote the signal and response, respectively, and H is the entropy function: 648 ( ) = − � ( ) 2 ( ).
(2) 
(4)
654
Since the formulas as shown above are for discrete data, the experimental data used for the 655 calculations, which lies on a continuous spectrum, are discretized by binning. However, binning 656 of the finite data sample results in biased estimates of the mutual information. Since bias is a 657 function of sample size, which approaches zero as sample size approaches infinity, we utilized 658 the series expansion of mutual information in terms of inverse sample size to estimate the 659 unbiased mutual information: 660
Here, is the biased estimate of mutual information, ∞ is the unbiased estimate of mutual 662 information with infinite sample size, N is the total number of samples, and are coefficients 663 dependent on the signal and response distributions. For sufficiently large N, all terms larger than 664 first order are negligible, resulting in the biased estimate of mutual information being a linear 665 function of inverse sample size. As a result, we can use jackknife sampling to sample subsets of 666 the data to compute the mutual information. By plotting these biased estimates of mutual 667 information to the inverse sample size, fitting a line, and extrapolating to infinite sample size, we 668 can obtain the unbiased estimate of mutual information. For a more comprehensive description, 669 we refer the reader to previously published work 35, 36 . 670 671
Model and simulations 672

Simulation of diffusion 673
Diffusion dynamics were simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics 4.2. Briefly, the 3D geometry 674 of each chamber configuration was recreated within the software, and the concentration of the 675 entire volume of the chamber was set to an initial concentration of 0 mM. All surfaces of the 676 chamber were set to have null flux except for the surfaces that interface with the flow-through 677 channels, which are set to a constant concentration of 0.01 mM, corresponding to the 678 concentration of dye used in the experiment. A diffusion coefficient of 2 × 10 −10 2 −1 was 679 used for the Alexa Fluor 555 dye. Time-dependent transport of diluted species simulations were 680 performed for all 24 chamber configurations. The average concentration within the chamber 681 volume was determined and plotted. 682 683
Simulation of QS response 684
The mathematical model is a simplified version of a model from a previous study 34 , accounting 685 for only one cell, but with new species and terms added: 686 introduced. In addition, the production of AI from C has been explicitly separated into 695 production of LuxI from C (which then produces AI) to enable the account of LuxI dilution. 696
Because GFP is downstream of LuxI, the added equation is nearly identical, with a different 697 degradation term the only difference. Dilution terms were also added to the equations of all 698 protein species to account for loss of protein from cell division. 699
700
The global constants that are applicable to all the conditions are listed in Table 1, most of which  701 were based on a previous study 33 . For each environmental condition, a new set of k4 (synthesis, 702 Table 2 ) and k11 (dilution, Table 3 ) values were used, the range of which corresponds to the 703 different chamber configurations, and were measured from experiments. k4 (synthesis) was 704 estimated with the slope from a linear regression corresponding to the first 5 hours of response 705 after the onset time within exogenous induction conditions, which is expected to reach maximal 706 levels of production. Dilution rates are proportional to growth rate, so k11 (dilution) is calculated 707 in the same way with an exponential fit of the GFP dilution data. The exceptions are k4 708 (synthesis) for tryptone and casamino acids conditions at 30°C, which were inferred by 709 comparing the change in growth rates and synthesis rates from tryptone to casamino acids 710 medium at 25°C, and extrapolating that relationship to the change in temperature from 25°C to 711 30°C in both media types. bar, 1 mm. e, Filmstrip of a representative chamber exposed to 2.57 mM glucose demonstrating 918 maintenance of a stably induced subpopulation over ~40 hours. Scale bar, 20 µm. f, Proposed 919 effects of an induced subpopulation. g, Response dynamics from chambers exposed to 0 -6 mM 920 linearly graded glucose concentrations over 48 hours (n = 8). h, Response dynamics over 24 921 hours after glucose removal (n = 8). i, Onset time of chambers exposed to different initial 922 concentrations of glucose. (n = 8, **P<0.01, two tailed Student's t-test). (mean ± SD) 923
